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I. Introduction 

Gestalt on Melanoma Diagnosis: Skin, the body's largest organ, serves vital protective and 

regulatory functions. Its complex structure shields against UV light and pathogens. Skin 

cancer, driven by DNA damage from UV exposure, poses a global threat, with over 1.5 

million cases and 120,000 deaths in 2020. Risk factors include sun exposure, family history, 

and fair complexion. Melanoma, the deadliest form, saw 325,000 cases and 57,000 deaths in 

2020, with projections indicating a 50% increase by 2040. Diagnosis relies on identifying 

new or changing skin lesions using the ABCDE method. This method discerns benign from 

malignant moles based on asymmetry, border irregularity, colour variation, diameter, and 

evolution. Melanoma manifests in various forms, including superficial spreading, nodular, 

lentigo, and acral litigious types. Diagnosis involves collecting melanoma cells for 

microscopic examination. Superficial spreading melanoma, the most common type, originates 

in the skin's upper layer before penetrating deeper. It's often caused by overexposure to UV 

radiation and typically affects adults under 40. Nodular melanoma, the next common type, 
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grows rapidly as a raised bump on the skin's surface. It commonly affects fair-skinned 

individuals, especially those over 65. UV radiation exposure, including from tanning beds, is 

a significant risk factor. 

 

Fig 1.1 Types of Melanoma Cancer 

 

In Figure 1.1, various moles of differing sizes, shapes, and colours represent melanoma. 

Lentigo melanoma typically appears on the neck, scalp, and face, affecting older individuals 

with blotchy patches on the skin. Acral lentiginous melanoma, rare but impactful, occurs on 

palms, soles, and under nails, primarily affecting Asians and Africans due to sun exposure. 

Melanoma is classified into benign and malignant forms, with benign tumours such as spitz 

nevus resembling melanoma but being non-cancerous. Malignant tumours, such as 

carcinomas and sarcomas, spread and pose significant risks. Diagnosis involves analysing 

tumour characteristics, including TNM staging for size, lymph node involvement, and 

metastasis. Screening aids in classification and staging, crucial for tailored treatment. 

 

Fig 1. 2. The classification of Benign and Melanoma 

Malignant melanoma, often caused by UV radiation exposure, manifests in various forms, 

typically marked by new or changing moles. Dermatologists commonly use the 'ABCDE' 

criteria to assess skin lesions, but this method can be unreliable and requires experienced 

professionals. Traditional diagnostic tools like dermoscopy analysis are employed in medical 

centres, but automated detection techniques are needed for improved efficiency and 
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reliability. Biopsy methods, including sentinel lymph node and excisional biopsies, are 

invasive and time-consuming, with clinical detection accuracy around 60%. Computer-based 

diagnosis systems offer objective evaluations and quantitative analysis, utilizing both 

standard classification methods and AI-based models for predicting melanoma. These 

systems undergo stages like image acquisition, pre-processing, segmentation, feature 

extraction, selection, and classification to enhance detection accuracy. 

 

Fig 1.3. Process Involved in Detection of Melanoma 

The early diagnosis of melanoma is crucial for effective treatment. Regular skin screenings 

aid in identifying warning signs early, enhancing curability. Differentiating benign and 

malignant melanomas is vital for appropriate treatment. Traditional screening methods 

include self-examination, clinical examination, and biopsy. However, these methods have 

limitations such as false results and pain. To improve accuracy and efficiency, artificial 

intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) techniques are employed. These automated 

techniques analyse skin lesions objectively, aiding dermatologists in diagnosis. Biomedical 

image analysis plays a significant role in enhancing medical diagnostics, with AI-based 

classification models showing promise. Various stages, including image acquisition, 

preprocessing, segmentation, feature extraction, and classification, contribute to accurate 

detection of melanomas. Automating these processes improves efficiency and reliability in 

diagnosis, reducing the risk of incorrect assessments. 

Melanoma, a dangerous form of skin cancer, is often caused by UV exposure, sunburns, 

and weakened immune systems. Traditional detection methods such as biopsy and imaging 

are slow and prone to errors. AI is now stepping in to streamline melanoma identification. 

While machine learning relies on manual feature engineering, deep learning automates this 
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process, improving accuracy. However, current deep learning models face challenges with big 

datasets. A new model combines deep learning for melanoma detection, employing 

techniques like differential evolution-based colour optimization to improve image quality. 

These innovations promise improved diagnosis and treatment strategies for patients. 

II. Literature 

Human skin, the body's largest organ, offers vital protection against light, heat, and infections 

while also storing essential elements like water, fat, and vitamins. Skin cancer, particularly 

melanoma, poses a significant global health threat, emphasizing the crucial need for early 

detection and diagnosis. Melanoma, among basal cell carcinoma and squamous cell 

carcinoma, is the deadliest form of skin cancer, with rising incidence rates. Timely detection 

is paramount for successful treatment, as advanced melanoma can metastasize to vital organs. 

Various imaging techniques, including MRI and Reflectance Confocal Microscopy (RCM), 

play pivotal roles in diagnosis, offering non-intrusive methods for assessing skin 

abnormalities. Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) utilizes infrared light for imaging, 

aiding in the identification of melanoma lesions. Dermoscopy, a non-invasive approach, 

examines melanoma patterns and vascular components. However, manual techniques like 

skin biopsy are less efficient and prone to errors. Integration of AI-based methods enhances 

accuracy and efficiency in melanoma diagnosis, addressing the limitations of manual 

approaches. Machine learning algorithms, such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), 

exhibit promise in analysing pathology images for melanoma prediction, offering a potential 

solution to the shortage of dermatology expertise. Furthermore, AI-driven meta-analyses 

improve diagnostic accuracy for non-melanoma skin cancers, enhancing sensitivity and 

specificity. Collaborative efforts and refined models contribute to better prognostic outcomes, 

emphasizing the value of AI in skin cancer detection and management 

In a recent study [4], an adaptive Federated ML (FML)-based approach was 

introduced as an intelligent tool for dermatologists in diagnosing skin diseases. This 

framework integrates local dermoscopy insights with a global server, enhancing diagnostic 

accuracy. Validated against datasets from the International Skin Imaging Collaboration 

(ISIC), the model demonstrated promising classification accuracy and adaptability. 

Similarly, another study [5] proposed correlating skin surface fractal dimension with 

relevant colour regions to categorize skin lesions. Utilizing Higuchi's simplification 

technique, the surface fractal dimension was calculated, and a clustering method selected 

pertinent colour distributions. Employing Higuchi Fractal Dimensions (HFDs) and colour 

structures, a KNN-CV algorithm classified lesions, validated on various databases. 
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To streamline melanoma detection, researchers explored automated methods utilizing 

Image Processing (IP) techniques [6]. Overcoming manual limitations, these methods aim to 

train machines for efficient and accurate cancer region detection. 

Recognizing the urgency of melanoma detection, ML-based approaches have emerged 

to aid dermatologists. However, concerns about interpretability persist. Addressing this, a 

prototype [7] proposed an interpretable melanoma detector based on the 7-Point specification, 

ensuring transparent decision-making aligned with dermatological principles. 

Another innovative approach [8] focused on skin cancer recognition using image-

based ML algorithms. Pre-processing techniques, including intensity adjustment and feature 

extraction, were applied to dermoscopy images from databases like DermIS and DermQuest, 

enhancing tumour detection. 

Furthermore, a recent research endeavour [9] developed a comprehensive system for 

skin cancer diagnosis, incorporating both DL and conventional ML algorithms. This system 

utilized feature-based and DL methods, employing techniques like active contour for lesion 

segmentation and hybrid feature extraction for texture analysis. Performance evaluation on 

datasets like HP2 and ISIC 2018 demonstrated superior results compared to existing methods, 

highlighting the efficacy of the proposed approach." 

A comprehensive study [10] offers insights into the concurrent utilization of ML in 

dermatology, outlining five key areas: disease classification using medical images, 

dermatopathology image classification, skin disease assessment via mobile apps, 

epidemiological exploration, and precise medication. The study aims to guide dermatologists 

in understanding and effectively implementing ML to maximize its potential. 

In recent years, early diagnosis of diseases like Melanoma has become pivotal for 

successful treatment. Automated systems, like the one proposed in [2], offer promising 

solutions for dermatological syndrome recognition through lesion images. Leveraging multi-

AI techniques such as CNN and SVM, this system achieves an impressive 85% accuracy.  

Efficient diagnosis of skin cancer, crucial for timely treatment, has spurred the 

development of automated procedures. Chapter [11] delves into detailed discussions on skin 

lesion prediction steps, from pre-processing to classification methods. 

An observational study [12] explores the impact of melanoma on patients' quality of 

life, utilizing RF models to analyse demographic and health-related data. 

Moreover, a privacy-aware ML approach for skin cancer detection, employing 

asynchronous FL and CNNs, is proposed in [13]. This method, optimized for accuracy and 
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transmission efficiency, outperforms existing approaches, offering a promising solution for 

skin cancer diagnosis. 

Addressing the challenge of identifying skin lesions from clinical images, [14] 

introduces a digital hair elimination system and efficient ML techniques like DT, SVM, and 

KNN for classification. Validated on standard datasets, SVM emerges as a superior classifier, 

showcasing its potential in clinical image analysis." 

The World Health Organization (WHO) highlights the significance of diagnosing 

Melanoma at any of its three cancer stages. While traditional methods like KNN, SVM, and 

DT have shown limited accuracy, recent advancements in Deep Learning (DL) have yielded 

promising results. A Dense Convolutional Network achieved an impressive 86.6% accuracy, 

providing reliable categorization of skin images. DL, particularly Convolutional Neural 

Networks (CNN), offers robust tools for image processing, demonstrating adaptability and 

superior performance in diagnosing skin cancer [15]. 

Skin cancer, notably malignant melanoma, poses a severe health risk due to prolonged 

sun exposure. In research [16], interpretable non-invasive methods utilizing DL techniques 

like SVM, GB, KNN, logistic regression, and RF have shown improved diagnosis and 

treatment outcomes. By leveraging human skin features such as colour, texture, and shape, 

these algorithms enhance cancer detection accuracy and facilitate effective clinical 

interventions. 

Dermoscopy remains a key methodology in skin cancer detection, with ML 

advancements enhancing accuracy by 15 to 20% [17]. Techniques like CAD and CNN have 

significantly improved lesion identification and classification, streamlining the diagnostic 

process while reducing costs and time burdens for patients and physicians. 

Early detection of Melanoma is critical for effective treatment. DL algorithms, 

particularly CNN architectures like ResNet50V2, VGG16, MobileNetV2, and Google Net, 

have revolutionized skin cancer evaluation, offering precise predictions with reduced time 

and cost [19]. 

Image processing plays a crucial role in melanoma diagnosis, with segmentation and 

feature extraction algorithms aiding in lesion identification. Research [20] introduces the 

PECK algorithm, combining feature extraction with DL to achieve high accuracy in 

identifying melanoma lesions. The study utilizes MED-NODE datasets for evaluation. 

Traditional handcrafted techniques for melanoma detection are being supplanted by 

DL methods like ResNet-50, which demonstrate superior accuracy and efficiency. These 
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advancements, coupled with image pre-processing and feature selection, enhance diagnostic 

capabilities and streamline patient care [21]. 

The escalating prevalence of skin cancer necessitates efficient automatic detection 

methods. To address this, the Improved Fully Convolutional Network (IFCN) model was 

developed, prioritizing lesion shape, colour, and residual features. Unlike traditional 

approaches, IFCN requires no pre-processing or post-processing stages, offering enhanced 

segmentation of full-resolution lesion images. Leveraging PH2 and ISBI 2017 datasets, the 

model achieves impressive performance metrics including a dice score and Jaccard index of 

92.9% and 86.99% respectively. Notably, IFCN demonstrates superior adaptability to varying 

lighting conditions and outperforms conventional FCN, SegNet, and U-Net architectures in 

skin lesion segmentation [26] 

Several research gaps have been identified in existing literature, indicating avenues for future 

work: 

• Development of a CAD system to diagnose various skin lesion types across different 

skin colours [27]. 

• Integration of computerized diagnostic software to enhance dermatologist and 

oncologist diagnostic abilities and accommodate larger datasets [3]. 

• Training systems with diverse lesion datasets using CAD methods or clinical testing to 

improve classification accuracy [24]. 

• Adoption of existing methods for more efficient non-melanoma skin cancer diagnosis 

[1]. 

• Automation of accurate lesion detection using CAD to overcome challenges posed by 

different skin colours [28]. 

• Availability of ML algorithms and datasets to the public for validation and testing [10]. 

• Implementation of real-time skin disease detection to improve image classification 

precision and object detection systems [14]. 

• Exploration of alternative algorithms beyond CNN for melanoma diagnosis and 

inclusion of diverse datasets for testing [15]. 

• Integration of ML and DLL-based architectures to enhance efficiency and accuracy, 

utilizing standard data analysis and purification models [16]. 

• Enhancement of DLL techniques for complex dataset analysis and addressing 

limitations in dataset availability and accessibility [17]. 
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• Conducting clinical tests for DLL-based CNN algorithms due to complexity and 

unavailability for home use, focusing on capturing high-quality dermoscopy images 

[18]. 

• Improvement of feature extraction and noise reduction in hybrid DLL and ML 

approaches, utilizing different database techniques for better prediction [19]. 

• Evaluation of the PECK method with 10-fold MED-NODE datasets for cross-validation 

and comparison with existing methods [20]. 

• Comparison and evaluation of load weight and optimization for improved skin cancer 

diagnosis, utilizing large datasets without compromising accuracy [22]. 

• Focus on hybrid algorithms for enhanced accuracy and precise parameter analysis, 

incorporating complex architectures like ResNet and expanding datasets from diverse 

sources [23]. 

• Exploration of preliminary data processing techniques and fusion classification 

algorithms to merge with picture processing techniques for autonomous results in 

clinical issues [25]. 

• Addressing limitations by reskilling systems with actual images from basic devices like 

mobile phones, comparing sensitivity and accuracy with previous results, and 

enhancing CNN models with clinic-specific images for improved melanoma 

identification [29]. 

 

III. Methodology 

Early detection is crucial for treating deadly melanoma skin cancer. Traditional methods like 

dermoscopy lack precision, but DL-based approaches offer improved accuracy. Our system, 

utilizing DMFFX and AAMBCS, classifies and segments melanoma using the ISIC 2016 

dataset. Image preprocessing with DEECO enhances colour, texture, and brightness for better 

analysis. The Xception model, augmented with multilevel features, handles classification, 

while AAMBCS manages segmentation. DEECO, employing differential evolution, 

optimizes attributes for classification and segmentation. Performance metrics include 

precision, recall, F1-score, Dice score, and accuracy. Assorted attention mechanisms aid in 

precise segmentation by focusing on informative regions. The proposed Unet model further 

enhances accuracy through its architecture, illustrated in Figure 3.1 
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Fig 3.1 Overall Process of Proposed System 

 

Fig 3.2 Proposed Methodology 

 

Fig 3.3 Image Enhancement Technique 
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Fig 3.4 Image Enhancement using Proposed Differential Evolution based Enhancement 

Method 

 

 

Fig 3.5 Proposed Xception Model 

 

 

Fig 3.6 Image Segmentation in Proposed Method 
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Fig 3.7 Proposed Unet Model 

IV. Conclusion 

The focus of the proposed methodology for classifying and segmenting melanoma images. 
Image enhancement is conducted using DEECO, employing differential evolution to improve 
input images for enhanced accuracy in classification and segmentation. The classification 
utilizes the DMFFX model, incorporating the multi-feature Xception module for improved 
interpretability and classification of benign and malignant melanomas. Segmentation employs 
an assorted attention mechanism to selectively identify regions with abundant information 
and generate optimized segmented regions of melanoma within the images. 
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